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Attention all Defence and Ultra-Secure government 
agencies! Are you still relying on consumer-grade, 
foreign-built communication and collaboration 
solutions? It’s time to take a step back and think 
about the security of your nation! The future of 
the country should not be left in the hands of 
unreliable tech controlled by foreign states, where 
a mere breach in security could have devastating 
consequences. 

Don’t make the mistake of using generic and open-
cryptography based products, you’re putting the 
nation’s future at risk. The security of the country 
demands custom/national cryptography and that’s 
where KATIM 2.0 Ultra Secure Communication and 
Collaboration Platform comes in to save the day! 

KATIM 2.0 is the only purpose-built platform that 
uses the latest technology stack to create scalable, 
custom, and security-differentiated solutions for 
ultra-secure communication and collaboration. 
With support for national cryptography that’s only 
accessible to highly classified government agencies, 
KATIM 2.0 ensures the security of the nation. So why 
settle for less when you can have the best?

Choose KATIM 2.0 for an ultra-secure future!

KEY BENEFITS

Security differentiated – custom developed in the UAE

Total control of your data with advanced user identity protection enabled 

Flexible hosting options via on premise or cloud

End to end encryption with custom crypto support

Security first design and Zero-trust security approach extensively validated for every release

Unauthorised access prevention, enabled by the admin centric system 

Seamless adoption within organisations due to superior UX and competitive product features 

FEATURES

Cloud native

Advanced cryptography 

Custom built and open-source technologies to serve the needs of ultra-secure customers.

Compliance and secure auditing support

Multi points of presence and Federation support



KATIM Connect is the first product available on KATIM 2.0 
Platform, in a comprehensive suite of offers currently in 
development. KATIM Connect is an ultra-secure, defense-
grade, data-sovereign communication and collaboration 
solution, featuring:

•   Secure Chatting  •   Secure File Sharing

•   Secure Calling  •   Scheduling

•   Secure Conferencing •   Custom/National Cryptography

•   Secure Storage  •   Self-hosted/Hosted by KATIM

Secure Chat

Chat, Audio, Video Calls Timed Delivery and Auto-
destruction

Copy/paste support

Screenshot/Copy 
Notifications

Audio, Video Conferencing

Scheduling Support

Screen Sharing

Secure Circles

In-Session Chat

3rd party invites

Secure Cloud Storage

Files and Folder Structure

Secure Sharing

Version Control

Digital Rights Management

Backup/Restore

CAPABILITIES

Secure 
Conference

Storage and 
Sharing

Group calls for up to 6 
participants

Secure circles



ZERO-TRUST   
Zero-trust is a cybersecurity design principle where nothing is automatically trusted, respecting the 
concept “never trust, always verify”.

Zero-Trust principle assumes every user, device, and system inside or outside an organisation›s network 
is untrusted and should be verified before being granted access to resources. Instead of relying on the 
traditional security perimeter and trusted insiders, a zero-trust security approach verifies the identity 
and trustworthiness of each access request before granting it, regardless of whether the request 
originates from inside or outside the network. Zero-Trust security helps to reduce the risk of data 
breaches, prevent unauthorised access to sensitive information, and ensure the integrity of critical 
systems and data. Implementing Zero-Trust security typically involves using multi-factor authentication, 
encryption, and continuous monitoring to verify the identity of users and devices. Additionally, 
it requires organisations to have detailed visibility into the activities occurring on their networks, 
including both the identity of users and the actions they perform, so that any suspicious activity can be 
quickly detected and remediated.

ABOUT KATIM    
KATIM is a leader in the development of innovative secure communication products and solutions 
for governments and businesses.  As part of the Electronic Warfare & Cyber Technologies cluster at 
EDGE, one of the world’s leading advanced technology groups, KATIM delivers trust in a world where 
cyber risks are a constant threat, and fulfils the increasing demand for advanced cyber capabilities by 
delivering robust, secure, end-to-end solutions centred on four core business units: Networks, Ultra 
Secure Mobile Devices, Applications, and Satellite Communications. KATIM empowers organisations 
worldwide with the confidence that their mission-critical information and communications are private 
and secure at all times. Based in Abu Dhabi, KATIM accelerates digital advancement, nurtures next-
generation talent, and curates advanced innovations to solve the most difficult digital challenges for its 
customers. 
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